SURVIVAL KITS - FIRST AID KITS

TWO-MAN V.I.P. SURVIVAL PACK

It’s staggering just how much useful equip
ment comes out of this 10”h x 11”w x 4”d
backpack. Everything arranged logically and
available the way you’d want it. Organized
into 6 major divisions: medical/first aid, food
& water, shelter & protection, fire & cooking,
signals & lights, & “emergency devices,” Wt;
20 lbs
P/N 9217...................... .
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NYLON CASE FIRST AID KITS

Be sure to carry a first aid kit on all flights, particularly
over desolate terrain.
Model A: First Aid Kit - Packed in a nylon case for easy
storage. The same type used on commercial air carries
with contents in smaller quantities. Ideal for general
aviation. Includes all basic necessities in a compact
lightweight package.
P/N 13-02944...................... .
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Model B: First Aid Kit - In addition to all of the first
aid products in the Model A kit, Model B also includes
a strobe light to aid searches in locating downed aircraft and survival
blanket. (Battery not included).
P/N 13-02945...................... .

MOTION EAZE

Motion Eaze is the most effective motion sickness treat
ment on the market today. Whether you want to prevent
occasional motion sickness or relieve its symptoms, after
the fact, Motion Eaze does the job. No matter, if it’s sea
sickness, car sickness, air sickness or any activity where
motion sickness poses a problem, Motion Eaze really
works. Contains no drugs, artificial additives, or stimulants
of any kind. Only the freshest, highest quality, natural oils
are used in its production. Motion Eaze is an oil that is
applied to, and absorbed through, the skin, just behind the
ear. Relief arrives in minutes and lasts for hours. It’s perfect
for children that have trouble taking pills. Motion Eaze is safe, having no
known side effects.
P/N 13-02732......................

ACUPRESSURE WRIST BAND

Fast, effective motion sickness control without
drugs, drowsiness, or other side effects. Can be
used by adults or children. Exerts a carefullycontrolled pressure on acupressure point of both
wrists. Takes 2 to 5 minutes to become effective.
Used successfully by physicians & the military.
.
P/N 9411....................../pr
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MOTION SICKNESS RELIEF BAND

Take the ReliefBand® Medical Device along to help
relieve that awful feeling of nausea caused by motion
sickness. It’s drug-free, non-invasive, comfortable to
wear and east-to-use. Worn similar to a sports
watch, but placed on the underside of your wrist, the
ReliefBand® Medical Device works using gentle elec
tronic signals to stimulate nerves in the wrist. A tingling
sensation lets you know the ReliefBand® Medical
Device is working. This helps normalize stomach rhythm, helping to
relieve nausea.
P/N 13-05700.................. .

SIC-SAC™

Use these for air sickness emergencies.
Moisture proof and tear resistant even under
extreme temperature changes. 10 sacks,
individually packaged, each with attached tie
band. Pack of 10
P/N 9296......................

PUMA Method for Prevention of
Motion Sickness

The Puma Method is a series of simple
conditioning exercises, taught on VHS or
interactive DVD, that effectively prevents the
nausea, vomiting, lightheadedness and other
unpleasant symptoms experienced by over
50% of the population while traveling. Sam
C. Puma MD, president of Puma Applied
Science and former Air Force Flight Surgeon
at NASA, developed these revolutionary new
exercises to totally eliminate carsickness,
seasickness, airsickness, and even spacesickness. The Puma Method
is unique in that it uses the body’s own mechanism to actually master
motion sickness, so there is never a need for drugs, devices or herbs.
This means no unexpected or unpleasant side effects. The mild head,
neck and upper body exercises take only about 15 minutes a day to
do.
DVD.................. P/N 13-03675................................
VHS................... P/N 13-03676................................
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ACR SIGNAL MIRROR

Sighted signaling mirror with float and whistle.
Designed to provide optimum sighting “spot” with
holographic red dot viewing window. When target
image, mirror & sun are in proper alignment, red
dot on target ensures mirror reflection is on tar
get. Telescope quality second surface reflective
mirror is bright, provides focused image. Buoyant
float for easy recovery if dropped overboard. Patented whistle (meets
USCG) for audible alerting in low visibility conditions. Signal Mirror
has lanyard for securing to person or liferaft. Size: 4.25x2.75x0.19 in.
(10.8x7x0.5cm); Wt: 1.8 oz (51 g)
P/N 13-03177..................... .

SURVIVAL BLANKET

Often called the “space blanket.” NASA thought of every
thing when they came up with this metal-coated nylon
design. Waterproof and windproof, it retains 80% of body
heat, it’s colored to be seen from more than 4 miles away
(although it measures just 4’ x 7’), it’s radar-reflective,
and it folds down into a water-proof pouch 8.5”x9”; wt:10 oz.
P/N 9145......................

LAND/SHARK INSTANT
SURVIVAL SHELTER LS-1300

Stored in its water, vapor and grease-proof
vacuum sealed pouch, it measures only 6" x
8" x 1" and weighs a mere 18 oz. (0.5 kg.).
When needed, it opens to a windproof, water
proof, heat-retaining roomy 36" x 84" (91.4 cm
x 213.4 cm) thermal cocoon that provides full
body coverage, even over heavy outerwear and boots. It then protects
you from exposure and helps you maintain a life-sustaining core body
temperature until help arrives. In the open water, the waterproof bag
serves to slow the drain of vital body heat and provides protection from
chilling sea spray and breaking waves. The aluminized (International
Orange) material is radar reflective for search aircraft and high speed
vessels moving at night. In warmer waters where the sun is a danger to
exposed skin above the water, the bag can be configured to provide for
shade and ventilation.
P/N 13-05691..............................

LIGHTED LINEMAN WANDS

• Used by US Air force • Up to 400 hours
operation • 21” long • Waterproof •Uses 2
D batteries (not incl.) • Fluorescent coated
diffuser enhances red light output.
P/N 13-08959....................... .

PELTOR FIRST AID KIT

This 90 piece first aid kit from Peltor
was designed for aviation use and
includes bandages, iodine pads, but
terfly wound closures, alcohol prep
pads, adhesive pads, sting relief pads,
latex gloves, eye pads, tape, splint,
eyewash, tweezers, scissors, cold
pack, first aid handbook, and more. In
plastic case with gasket.
P/N 13-94535..................... .

AIRCRAFT EMERGENCY SURVIVAL KIT

This is an ideal emergency support kit for plane,
boat, home, office or school. This kit will sustain
a person for 3 days. Includes: 2400 calories of
ready-to-eat US Coast Guard approved food,
sterile Coast Guard approved water, a light
weight (54’ x 48”) durable, waterproof blanket, &
assorted first aid supplies, matches etc.
P/N 9641................................. .

3M™ ULTRATHON INSECT
REPELLANT

Unique, time-release technology allows you to
enjoy the outdoors longer. Provides lasting pro
tection — up to eight hours against mosquitoes,
gnats, chiggers, biting flies and ticks. Helps reduce
the risk of contracting West Nile Virus and Lyme
Disease.
2 oz. Lotion................. P/N 09-01723....................... .
6 oz. Aerosol............... P/N 09-01724....................... .

